Introduction

Research questions and goals behind the thesis
• Typical problem in biosciences: How to make effective use of multiple, large-scale data sources?
• Typical problem in computer science: How to exploit the strengths of different algorithms for the same/related purpose?
GOAL: Develop Gene selection: QMC Breast cancer data set
• all top-ranked genes are known or likely to be involved in breast cancer
• the selection is robust with regard to cross-validation cycles and algorithms
ArrayMining.net: In-house data General results:
• Metabolic pathways have high shortest path lenghts and low betweenness
• Disease pathways and cancer gene sets tend to have high betweenness and small shortest path lenghts Mean node betweenness M ea n cl us te rin g co e ffi ci en t M e a n s h o r t e s t p a t h l e n g t h ArrayMining TopoGSA
Send selected genes from ArrayMining to TopoGSA:
• Results of within-gene-set comparison:
Estrogen receptor 1 gene and apoptosis regulator Bcl2, both up-regulated in luminal samples, have outstanding network topological properties (higher betweenness, higher degree, higher centrality) in comparison to other genes.
• Results of comparison against reference databases:
-Metabolic KEGG pathways are most similar to the uploaded gene set in terms of network topological properties.
-Most similar BioCarta pathways: Cytokine, differentiation and inflammatory pathways.
Conclusions / Outlook
• Combining algorithms in a sequential and/or parallel fashion can provide performance improvements and new biological insights
• Microarray and gene set analysis tasks can be interlinked flexibly in an (almost) completely automated process
• New analysis types like network-based topology analysis and coexpression analysis complement existing tools
• For further details: See our publications in BMC Bioinformatics (Glaab et al., 2009 ) and Bioinformatics 
